Consultancy &
Migration Services
Migrate Your Website to Microsoft Azure

+44 (0)118 974 4736
discoverit.digital
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Fixed price 5,000 USD/ 4,000 GBP
Duration: 5 days

Discover IT is an award-winning Digital Agency with a core focus on UX, Solutions
Architecture, Systems Integration and Support & Maintenance Services. We are working
across industries and have specialisations in the Healthcare, Finance, Membership
Organisations and the Education Space. We are a fully remote team, location and timezone agnostic, ready to help you with your digital transformation plans.

Top 5 Wins on moving to Azure
Scalability

•Ability to scale resources up and down. You pay only for what you are using. If there is an
increase in business (i.e. seasonal fluctuations), you can quickly scale your servers to
handle the expansion without having to pay a premium throughout the year.

Infrastructure

•Azure reduces the cost of your infrastructure; you don’t need physical servers in special
rooms with a dedicated IT team to maintain and support. Depending on your set-up you
can enjoy a significant cost saving.

Accessibility

•You can access your data on the cloud any time at any location without the need to be
on-premise—no need to visit the datacentres.

Security

•Your data is secure; Azure holds your data in multiple locations with at least three copies
of your information on separate nodes. Any security vulnerability hotfixes are applied
automatically removing the need and the worry of emergency fix deployments.

Speed

•It’s pretty quick to set up and configure the Azure virtual machines. Selecting a competent
vendor like Discover IT will ensure a swift and smooth transition to your new hosting
environment.

Your Transition Package
Your fixed price Microsoft Azure Transition Package includes:
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•

Review your current hosting solution

•

Review your hosting requirements (traffic levels, performance targets etc.)

•

Propose your new Azure architecture

•

Transition your website to Azure

•

Sample Support & Maintenance package

Next Steps
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•

Support & Maintenance package for your transitioned implementation

•

Development Support

Case Study
IALD (International Association of Lighting Designers) based in Chicago, IL.

•
•

https://www.iald.org
https://www.cld.global

IALD came to Discover IT looking to transition their websites to Microsoft Azure. The
sites were hosted in a data centre with an expensive hosting and support &
maintenance fee.
Discover IT reviewed the on-premise hosting solution but also IALDs real hosting
requirements in terms of website traffic, any influx in visitors due to seasonal impact
such as annual conferences or other events but also their strategic roadmap for the
future.
The beauty of Azure is that it can be very quickly scaled up and down, providing great
flexibility in terms of cost. There is no more the need to pay and maintain costly
infrastructure for the sake of a few weeks a year where the website visits exponentially
increase, and the performance requirements are very demanding.
Discover IT has an established and well-tested process when moving websites to Azure.
That allows us to offer a fixed price package for reviewing your hosting position and
transitioning you to Azure.
Discover IT can support your organisation post-transition with one of our Support &
Maintenance packages. We offer four different levels of Support (Silver, Gold, Platinum
and Diamond), and the offering comes as managed service. You will not have to be
involved at all with Azure all billing and fine-tuning of your implementation will be
handled by Discover IT.
Depending on your package, our support hours can range from office hours to 24/7
support, and all packages come with associated SLAs.
Discover IT also offers development support to handle day to day small changes such as
content updates, maintenance changes, software upgrades (e.g. CMS) as an extension
to your hosting managed service.
If you are looking for more significant development, we also have the capabilities to
help there with our full-service development team providing services from UX to
development, testing and deployment.

Let’s create some AWESOME digital experiences.
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